Public reporting burden for the collection of information is estimated to average 1 hour per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to Washington Headquarters Services, Directorate for Information Operations and Reports, 1215 Jefferson Davis Highway, Suite 1204, Arlington VA 22202-4302. Respondents should be aware that notwithstanding any other provision of law, no person shall be subject to a penalty for failing to comply with a collection of information if it does not display a currently valid OMB control number.
Current Process
Currently, upon activation and prior to deployment, reserve Marines are directed to draw the required ICCE from an RTC prior to transferring to a GFC. This process requires the supporting RTC supply section to order any shortfalls of the new ICCE in the correct size, quantity, and camouflage patterns before the reserve Marine transfers to the GFC. The RTC supply section must pass the requests for the new ICCE through their respective battalion supply section, regimental/group G-4, and MARFORRES G-4, in order for the MARFORRES Critical Asset Rapid Distribution Facility (CARDF), located in Albany, Georgia, to ship the ICCE to the RTC in time.
Since the onset of GWOT, MARFORRES has altered the fielding methodology for ICCE in order to ensure that newly fielded items are available to support deploying Marines. All newly fielded ICCE destined to units of MARFORRES are shipped from the MARCORSYSCOM contracted vendor to the CARDF as Force-held stocks. The CARDF is charged with secondary shipment of these assets to the units of the force. This newly fielded ICCE will be issued to units of the force to support their deploying Marines only. ICCE transferred to units ISO deploying Marines will be considered part of the fielding of equipment to that unit unless explicitly stated differently in the deployment guidance message. The CARDF will transfer accountability of fielded assets to the receiving unit supply account. Once sufficient quantities of particular ICCE items are received from the vendor, complete fielding of ICCE items to all units will occur as directed by MFR and MSC G-3s. a significant number of hasty exchanges, requisitions, and a large amount of frustration on the part of the Marine, the GFC, MARFORRES G-4 CARDF, and any other personnel involved because a complete set of ICCE must be procured before the Reserve Marine can train and deploy.
Property Accounting
Additionally, MARFORRES G-4 has gone to great lengths to correct property accounting records while redistributing and disposing of obsolete ICCE in order to accurately field new ICCE. However, MFR ICCE property accounting accuracy is diminished because units frequently fail to conduct accurate inventories and appropriate transactions to reflect actual onhand stocks of ICCE, resulting in battalions ordering more ICCE than may be needed for some units and less than may be needed for others. While this situation may reflect poor time and personnel management, it is a consequence of competing priorities (Toys for Tots, funerals, casualty assistance, reserve mobilization and training, etc) of the RTC active duty staffs who are the stewards of this equipment. 
Costs
Shipping MARFORRES incurs significant costs when shipping ICCE from the CARDF to the more than 180 RTCs across the Continental United States (CONUS). These costs are increased when MARFORRES must expedite shipping the ICCE using overnight carriers such as FedEx and UPS in order to outfit reserve Marines before they travel to GFCs. To alleviate these increased costs, MARFORRES G-4 has implemented significant policy changes requiring requisitions for new ICCE to be submitted at least 30 days prior to transferring the reserve Marines, in order using the least expensive shipping method 4 . However, the company, battalion, and regimental RTC supply sections do not always submit timely and accurate ICCE requisitions which is exacerbated by the fact that some reserve Marines mobilized and transferred on short notice.
The result is insufficient quantities and incorrect sizes being shipped to a RTC that the Marine has already departed. While these situations represent the exception, they occur frequently enough to prevent a reserve Marine from getting the ICCE he or she needs to deploy. If the ICCE were consolidated and distributed at a central location where all Reserve Marines will deploy from and redeploy to, these situations could be prevented.
Financial Support
The current cost of ICCE for U.S. Marines deploying Central
Command (CentCom) area of operations is over $4100. Reserve Marines have an enormous responsibility placed upon them by our nation; they can be called upon to serve in harms way in a time of national emergency and they are also productive members of the civilian workforce managing full time careers.
The individual equipment they deploy and fight with should be the best available and maintained in a serviceable, readily accessible condition.
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